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We have two nodes—one in Argentina, the other one in Brazil—and from those nodes we serve basically all the Latin American countries, from Mexico to Argentina, Chile, Peru, Colombia and Brazil. And of course, all over the world we also have people delivering services: in Abu Dhabi in the Middle East; we have people delivering services and consulting in Europe; and also in America, United States.

We have structured projects around some CEO aspirations for example... or some simple questions, for example, "what can I do to be more competitive", "what can I do to be more efficient as a company", and that initial question derives into a project. We are now developing those kinds of strategic projects regarding how to structure; how to be digital, for example; how to help companies be more efficient, how to help companies be more aggressive, how to help companies expand regionally. All those kinds of questions we structure into interesting projects.

Latin America, it's a really, really emerging growth market. Basically you will find in Latin America some local companies that are growing, expanding globally. So I think that is exciting ... to Capability Network it means growth, means expansion, means acceleration and means value added to our clients.

I'm looking for people that want to be active, creative, proactive with the client. You know, people that want and like challenges, people that want and like to learn new things, and go to different places.

In Capability Network we have no limits in terms of geographies, in terms of type of clients where we work. We have no roof, we have no top – we can go wherever we want or wherever we can.